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Attribution theory has played a major role in social-psychological research. Unfortunately,
the term attribution is ambiguous.  According to one meaning, forming an attribution is
making a dispositional (trait) inference from behavior;  according to another meaning,
forming an attribution is giving an explanation (especially of behavior).  The focus of this
paper is on the latter phenomenon of behavior explanations.  In particular, I discuss a new
theory of explanation that provides an alternative to classic attribution theory as it dominates
the textbooks and handbooks—which is typically as a version of Kelley’s (1967) model of
attribution as covariation detection.  I begin with a brief critique of this theory and, out of this
critique, develop a list of requirements that an improved theory has to meet.  I then introduce
the new theory, report empirical data in its support, and apply it to a number of psychological
phenomena.  I finally conclude with an assessment of how much progress we have made in
understanding behavior explanations and what has yet to be learned.

Attribution theory is a core element of social-psychological thinking.  Thousands of articles have
been published in 40 years of research, and textbook and handbooks of social psychology
typically devote a chapter or large section to attribution phenomena. This body of research,
however, can be distinguished into a general approach to social-psychological phenomena—an
“attributional” analysis, as Bernard Weiner has called it—and theories of specific attribution
phenomena, such as Kelley’s (1967) theory of explanation or Jones and Davis’ (1965) theory of
dispositional inference.  The general attributional approach recognizes that humans try to make
sense of their surroundings and themselves and that this sense-making activity (explanations,
finding meaning, creating stories) is an integral part of the social phenomena under investigation.
This approach has made countless contributions to the literature, shedding light on achievement
motivation, responsibility judgments, helplessness, sleeplessness, obesity, depression, emotion,
and well-being research (e.g., Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978; Jones, Kanouse, Kelley,
Nisbett, Valins, & Weiner, 1972; Schwarz, & Clore, 1983; Weiner, 1995), and it has become a
central part of social psychology as a whole.

Attribution theories, by contrast, are theories of more specific attribution phenomena.
Unfortunately, the term attribution is quite ambiguous.  According to one common meaning,
forming an attribution is giving an explanation (especially of behavior);  according to another
common meaning, forming an attribution is making a dispositional (trait) inference from
behavior (Hamilton, 1998; Hilton, Smith, & Kin, 1995; Malle, 2004).  Even though explanations
and trait inferences are occasionally related, they are distinct in many ways.  For example,
explanations sometimes refer to traits but often do not; trait inferences can be explanatory but
usually are not; traits can be inferred from any behavior, whereas explanations are triggered only
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by surprising or confusing behavior; explanations are answers to why questions, trait inferences
are not.

My focus in this chapter is the phenomenon of behavior explanations.1  In particular, I
discuss a new theory of explanation that provides an alternative to classic attribution theory as it
dominates the textbooks and handbooks—which is typically as a version of Kelley’s (1967)
model of attribution as covariation detection.  I begin with a brief critique of this theory and, out
of this critique, develop a list of requirements that an improved theory has to meet.  I then
introduce the new theory, report empirical data in its support, and apply it to a number of
psychological phenomena.  I finally conclude with an assessment of how much progress we have
made in understanding behavior explanations and what has yet to be learned.

Classic Attribution Theory

Kelley’s (1967) original theory—and many others after him (Cheng & Novick, 1990;
Fiedler, Walther, & Nickel, 1999; Försterling, 1989; Hewstone & Jaspars, 1987)—made two
core claims:

(PS) The causal concepts on which people rely when forming behavior
explanations consist of a dichotomy of internal vs. external (or person vs.
situation) causes.

(COV) The cognitive process that underlies explanations is covariation analysis.

When we examine each of these core claims of attribution theory in turn, we see that
there is shockingly little support for either.  First, what is the empirical evidence for claim (PS)?
In most attribution studies, the truth of (PS) was assumed, not tested.  Participants had to fill out
scales for “person/disposition” and “situation” causes (e.g., Storms, 1973) or researchers
classified free-response explanations into person and situation categories (e.g., McGill, 1989;
Nisbett, Caputo, Legant, & Marecek, 1973).  In neither case was assumption (PS) falsifiable.
The few attribution studies that did not automatically make the person-situation assumption
found several other dimensions of explanation to be of greater importance than that of person
and situation (e.g., Fletcher, 1983; Lewis, 1995; Passer, Kelley, & Michela, 1978).  Likewise,
substantial research in developmental psychology, which did not make the person-situation
assumption, found no evidence for the truth of (PS).  The data show that even 3-4 year old
children distinguish between intentional and unintentional behavior and explain the latter by
referring to the agent’s beliefs and desires he or she had for acting (e.g., Bartsch & Wellman,
1989; Wellman et al., 1997).

If there is no empirical evidence for (PS), is there at least good theoretical reason to
believe in (PS)?  Unfortunately, no.  The person-situation assumption is not derived, for
example, from a model of people’s conceptual framework of behavior; in fact, it runs counter to
pertinent analyses in the philosophical literature on human action and action explanation (e.g.,
Davidson, 1963; Mele, 1992; Searle, 1983; Mischel, 1969), which distinguish between
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intentional and unintentional behavior and identify a unique mode of explaining intentional
behavior in the form of the agent’s reasons.  A simple example should suffice for now to
illustrate that the person-situation dichotomy just doesn’t capture the nature of people’s
explanations of intentional action.  Consider this scenario:

Having just arrived in the department as a new Assistant Professor, Pauline finds
in her mailbox a note that says “Let’s have lunch tomorrow.  Faculty club at
12:30? –Fred.”  Pauline is a bit surprised.  She met Fred W. during her interview,
but she wouldn’t have expected him to ask her out for lunch.

Pauline now tries to explain Fred’s action of leaving the note in her mailbox. Kelley’s
attribution model would claim that Pauline’s choice is between a person attribution (something
about Fred caused the action) and a situation attribution (something about herself or the
circumstances caused the action).  But right away, this is a confusing choice.  Surely something
about Fred must have been causing the action (his intention, his motivation…) if putting the note
in her mailbox was intentional.  But of course, the situation figured into the action as well, or at
least the situation as seen by Fred—he may have thought Pauline would like to have some
company, or expected her to be an ideal collaborator.  Either way, a satisfying answer for Pauline
will never be “it was something about Fred” or “something about the situation.”  What the search
for person-situation attributions misses entirely is what the explainer actually does when faced
with a situation like this.  Pauline will simply try to find out Fred’s reasons for leaving the
note—his specific goals, beliefs, and assumptions. A theory of behavior explanation must
therefore incorporate the concept of reasons into its theoretical repertoire.

Finally, what is the historical basis for (PS)?  Here, we encounter two major
misunderstandings. To begin, Lewin (1936) as one historical source of the person-situation
dichotomy, meant it as a sketch of the reality of social behavior—that scientists can start out
with the assumption that behavior is a function of the person and the situation (including all their
complex interplays).  But Lewin at no point argued that ordinary people see social behavior in
this way.

What is perhaps more surprising is that Heider (1958), the most widely cited historical
source for (PS) didn’t claim either that lay people divide the world into person and situation
causes (Malle & Ickes, 2000).  Instead, Heider argued that the fundamental distinction people
make when trying to explain events in the social world is between “personal causality” and
“impersonal causality.”  What he referred to with these terms are distinct causal models that
ordinary people bring to social perception (Heider, 1958, pp. 100-101). One causal model is
applied to the domain of intentional behavior, for which people assume the involvement of an
intention as the critical force that brings about the action.  The other causal model is for all other
domains (i.e., unintentional human behavior as well as physical events), in which causes simply
bring about effects—without any involvement of intentions.

This confusion between Heider’s distinction of personal and impersonal causality (or
intentional and unintentional behavior) on the one hand and the traditional person-situation
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dichotomy on the other is not just a curious historical accident2; it had massive theoretical
consequences.  Attribution theories after Heider ignored the intentional-unintentional distinction
and built models that applied to all behaviors alike.  But it was precisely Heider’s (1958) point
that not all behaviors are explained the same way.  He specifically stated that, whereas
unintentional behaviors were explained simply by causes, intentional actions were explained by
the “reasons behind the intention” (Heider, 1958, p. 110; see also pp. 125-129).  But even in
1976, around the peak of attribution research, Heider observed that explanations of intentional
action by way of reasons had not been adequately treated in contemporary attribution work
(Ickes, 1976, p. 14).  Sadly, nothing much seems to have changed in this regard, if we take social
psychology textbooks and major surveys of attribution research as barometers.

Perhaps social psychology has held on to the simplified model of person-situation
attribution because, for a long time, there was no alternative available?  This can’t be quite right,
because alternative viewpoints have been voiced repeatedly (e.g., Buss, 1978; Lalljee &
Abelson, 1983; Locke & Pennington, 1982; Read, 1987; White, 1991). It is true, however, that
these alternative viewpoints did not resolve the contradictions between the various models and
did not provide an integrative theory of behavior explanation.  Such an integrative theory is what
I hope to offer in this chapter, but first I briefly discuss the second core claim of classic
attribution theory.

Kelley’s (1967) claim that covariation analysis underlies the construction of lay
explanations (COV) is problematic as well.  First off, the covariation claim is poorly supported
empirically.  The available evidence shows that people can make use of covariation information
when it is presented to them by the experimenter (e.g., Försterling, 1992; McArthur, 1972;
Sutton & McClure, 2001; Van Kleeck, Hillger, & Brown, 1988).  But there is no evidence that
people spontaneously search for covariation information when trying to explain behavior.  In
fact, very few studies even examined whether and when people actively seek out covariation
information in natural contexts. As a rare exception, Lalljee, Lamb, Furnham, and Jaspars (1984)
asked their participants to write down the kind of information they would like to have in order to
explain various events, and covariation information was in low demand under these conditions.
A few additional studies examined people’s choices between receiving covariation information
and some other information, and there, too, explainers were less interested in covariation
information than in information about generative forces or mechanisms (Ahn, Kalish, Medin, &
Gelman, 1995).

The theoretical foundation for (COV) is dubious as well.  The notion of covariation
analysis was a creative analogy to scientific and statistical reasoning, but it wasn’t grounded in
any model of either cognitive inference or causal learning.  The covariation thesis also
contradicts what we know about behavior explanations as communicative acts (i.e., one person’s
clarification for another person; Hilton, 1990; Kidd & Amabile, 1981; Turnbull & Slugoski,
1988).  In constructing communicative explanations, the speaker’s choice of a particular causal
factor is guided, not by covariation analysis, but by impression management (i.e., selecting a
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cause that puts the agent or explainer in a certain evaluative light; Tedeschi & Reiss, 1981) and
audience design (i.e., selecting a cause that meets the listener’s wondering or expectation;
Slugoski, Lalljee, Lamb, & Ginsburg, 1993).  So even if there are some contexts in which
covariation analysis is important, it is clearly not the only cognitive process by which
explanations are constructed.

Besides the lack of support for its two core claims, classic attribution theory and its
successors has two additional limitations.  For one thing, it treats explanations as a purely
cognitive activity, so there is no accounting for the social functions of explanation, such as
clarifying something for another person or  influencing an audience’s impression’s.  Moreover,
classic attribution theory does not specify any psychological factors besides raw information that
influence the construction of explanations.  Specifying these factors would allow us to predict
such important phenomena as actor-observer asymmetries, self-serving biases, and the like.

Demands on a New Theory of Explanation

The difficulties with standard attribution theory imply a number of desired features that a
new theory of explanation must have.  First, instead of allowing a reduction to person and
situation causes, the theory has to capture the concepts that actually underlie people’s thinking
and reasoning about human behavior, such as agency and intentionality.

Second, the new theory must identify additional cognitive processes besides covariation
analysis that are recruited to construct explanations.  It should also begin to specify the
conditions under which one or the other cognitive process are used.

Third, the theory has to integrate the social-communicative aspect of explanations with
the cognitive one. It must be made clear in what way the social and the cognitive aspects of
explanation are tied together and in what respects they differ.

Fourth, the new theory has to identify psychological factors that govern the construction
of explanations, processes that can be used to predict actor-observer asymmetries and related
phenomena of behavior explanation.

An Alternative: The Folk-Conceptual Theory of Explanation

A theory of behavior explanation that my colleagues and I have developed appears to
meet these demands and may be able to supersede attribution theory as an account of people’s
behavior explanations (Malle, 1999, 2001; Malle, Knobe, O’Laughlin, Pearce, & Nelson, 2000).
I call it the folk-conceptual theory of behavior explanation because its basic assumptions are
grounded in people’s folk concepts of mind and behavior.

The theory has three layers.  The first layer concerns the conceptual framework that
underlies behavior explanations (and helps meet the first demand specified above).  The starting
point is Heider’s insight that people distinguish sharply between intentional and unintentional
behavior and conceptualize intentional behavior very differently from unintentional behavior
(Malle, 2001; Malle & Knobe, 1997a). As I will show in more detail, this conceptualization
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implies three distinct modes of explaining intentional behavior, along with a fourth mode of
explaining unintentional behaviors, as well as distinct explanation types within each mode
(Malle, 1999).  For example, the mode of reason explanations breaks down into three reason
types: beliefs, desires, and valuings.

The next layer of the theory concerns the psychological processes that govern the
construction of explanations (helping to meet the second and fourth demand.).  There are two
different challenges people face: The first is to choose among their various explanatory tools
(i.e., modes and types of explanations).  The three factors that influence those choices are:
features of the behavior to be explained (e.g., intentionality, difficulty), pragmatic goals (e.g.,
impression management, audience design), and information resources (e.g., stored information,
perceived action context).  The second problem in constructing explanations is that people must
select specific reasons, causes, etc. (not just “a belief reason” or “a situation cause”), and they do
so by relying on a number of cognitive processes separately or jointly (e.g., retrieving
information from knowledge structures, simulation, projection, rationalization, and occasionally
covariation analysis).

The third layer of the theory is a linguistic one, which identifies the specific linguistic
forms people have available in their language to express behavior explanations. (This layer helps
meet the third and fourth demand.) Some of these linguistic forms can be usefully exploited by
people to use explanations as a tool of social influence, such as to distance oneself from an
agent’s reason (e.g., Why did she refuse dessert?—“Because she’s been gaining weight” vs.
“Because she thinks she’s been gaining weight”; Malle et al., 2000).

The three layers can be depicted in a hierarchy (see Figure 1) that considers the
conceptual framework as the foundation, the psychological processes as operating on this
foundation, and the linguistic layer as operating on both layers underneath.  I now develop the
first two layers in detail and report supporting empirical evidence.

Figure 1. Three layers of the folk-conceptual theory of behavior explanation
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The Conceptual Framework of Behavior Explanations

Traditional attribution theory postulated a very simple set of concepts that was supposed
to underlie lay behavior explanations. There were effects (behaviors, outcomes, or events) and
causes, and those causes were classified into personal (dispositional or internal) and situational
(external) types.3  This framework is wholly incompatible with what we know about children’s
emerging theory of mind and behavior—the conceptual network that already 4-5 year-olds have
when interpreting and thinking about human behavior (Perner, 1991; Wellman, 1990; Gopnik &
Meltzoff, 1997).  We see there the importance of a concept of intentionality, of mental states
contrasted with observable behaviors, and of specific mental states such as intentions, beliefs,
and desires that are used to explain intentional behavior.  It is rather unlikely that people forget
these concepts and distinctions when they grow up and, instead, begin to explain behavior in
terms of person and situation causes.  Even though the attribution framework was criticized
repeatedly for omitting mental-state concepts such as reasons, goals, or motives (e.g., Buss,
1978; Read, 1987, White, 1991), no comprehensive revision of the attribution framework has yet
been offered.

The folk-conceptual theory of explanation takes seriously the complex network of
assumptions and distinctions that underlie people’s thinking about behavior—whether in early
childhood or adulthood—and thus integrates important concepts such as reasons and goals into a
revised model of how people explain behavior.  The theory can be formulated in terms of a
number of conceptual postulates.

Intentionality

The first conceptual postulate of the theory is that when people deal with human
behavior, they distinguish sharply between intentional and unintentional behavior (Heider, 1958;
Malle, 1999; White, 1991).  Social perceivers show a high level of agreement (α = 0.99) in their

intentionality judgments (Malle & Knobe, 1997a, Study 1), and they do so by relying on a shared
folk concept of intentionality.  This concept normally includes five requirements for a behavior
to be judged intentional: It must be based on an intention, on skill, and awareness, and the
intention itself must be based on appropriate beliefs and desires (Malle & Knobe, 1997a, Studies
2-4).  Subsequent studies showed that an intention is seen as a commitment to act that flows form
a reasoning process (Malle & Knobe, 2001).  In this reasoning process, the agent weighs a
number of beliefs and desires and settles on a course of action.  The intention does not guarantee,
of course, that the intended action will be successfully performed; the agent’s skill and
facilitating circumstances are required for a successful outcome.

Reasons vs. Causes

The second conceptual postulate is that people explain intentional behavior differently
from the way they explain unintentional behavior.4  Specifically, whereas unintentional behavior
is explained by causes, intentional behavior is primarily explained by reasons (Buss, 1978;
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Davidson, 1963; Donellan, 1967; Locke & Pennington, 1982; Malle, 1999; Mele, 1992; Read,
1987; Searle, 1983).  Reasons and causes are both seen as “generating factors,” but reasons are a
unique kind of generating factor.  They are representational mental states, that is, states like
beliefs and desires that represent a specific content (what is believed or what is desired).  For
beliefs or desires to be the agent’s reasons, their content had to be (in the explainer’s eyes) part
of a reasoning process that led the agent to her decision to act.  When an explainer claims that
“Anne invited Ben to dinner because he had fixed her car,” then the explainer must presume5 that
Anne actually considered Ben’s fixing her car and for that reason invited him to dinner.  The
notion of a “reasoning process” doesn’t require that the agent goes through an extended and full-
fledged deliberation; but it does require, in people’s folk theory of mind, that (a) the agent
considered those reasons when deciding to act and (b) regarded them as grounds for acting.
These two conditions (which I have called subjectivity assumption and rationality assumption;
Malle, 1999, 2004) define what it is to be a reason explanation.  It isn’t enough for some mental
states to be grounds for acting if the agent wasn’t aware of (didn’t consider) them when deciding
to act—those mental states may be good reasons in general, but they weren’t the agent’s reasons
(Malle et al., 2000).  Likewise, it isn’t enough for some mental states to be on the agent’s mind
while deciding to act if she doesn’t regard them as grounds for acting—again, they wouldn’t be
the reasons for which she decided to act.

Causes, of course, don’t have to meet a subjectivity or rationality requirement.  There can
be unconscious or irrational causes; all that counts is that the cited causes are presumed to be
factors that brought about the behavior in question.  Because unintentional behavior presupposes
neither an intention nor awareness on the part of the agent, the way by which causes bring about
unintentional behavior is independent of the agent’s reasoning and will.  In that sense, causes are
“impersonal,” as Heider (1958) put it.

To illustrate the difference between reasons and causes, consider the following two
explanations:

(1) Lee was nervous about the math test because she wanted to be the best in
class.

(2) Lee studied for the math test all day because she wanted to be the best in class.

In the first case, the desire to be the best caused Anne’s nervousness; but that desire
didn’t figure as part of a reasoning process, nor did Anne regard it as grounds for being nervous.
In fact, it’s possible Anne wasn’t even aware of her desire to be the best.  The situation is very
different in (2).  To understand this explanation is to assume Anne decided to study in light of
her desire to be the best, regarding such as desire to be grounds for studying all day.  Anne’s
awareness of her own reason, and the rational role it plays in her decision to study are implied by
reading explanation (2) as a reason explanation.
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Other Modes of Explaining Intentional Behavior

Reasons are the default mode by which people explain intentional actions (with a
frequency of about 70%).  But at times (and I will clarify shortly at what times), people use one
of two alternative explanation modes.  One such alternative is to explain actions not with the
agent’s reasons but with factors that preceded those reasons and presumably brought them about
(see Figure 1). Whereas reasons capture what the agent herself weighed and considered when
deciding to act, causal history explanations capture the various causal factors that led up to the
agent’s reasons.  These causal history of reason (CHR) explanations literally describe the causal
history, origin, or background of reasons (Malle, 1994, 1999; see also Hirschberg, 1978, Locke
& Pennington, 1982), and such a history could lie in childhood, cultural training, traits, or in
situational cues that triggered, say, a particular desire.

Figure 2.  Four modes of folk explanation, with arrows indicating perceived causal connections

If we wanted to offer a CHR explanation for Lee’s studying for a test all day, we might
say, “She is achievement-oriented” or “She comes from a family of academics” or “That’s
typical in her culture.”  CHR explanations can cite something about the agent, even a trait, or
something about the situation—but the “locus” of the cause can vary widely. What defines an
explanation as a causal history explanation is (a) that it explains an intentional action and (b) that
it clarifies why the person decided to act as described, and (c) that it isn’t a reason explanation.
Condition (c) implies that neither the subjectivity nor the rationality assumption holds for CHR
explanations.  In the eyes of the explainer, Lee didn’t reason, “I am achievement-oriented,
therefore I should study all day” or “It’s typical in my culture to study all day, so therefore I will
too.”  Causal history factors exert their causal power independently of the agent’s awareness of
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those powers and outside of the agent’s own reasoning about what rationally favors her action.
In many cases, we can construct a chain such that the agent’s reasons are what led her to act, and
the CHR factors are what brought about or strengthened those reasons (see Figure 2).  It’s likely,
for example, that one’s desire reason to be the best is a result of one’s being achievement-
oriented or coming form a family of academics.

There is one more alternative mode of explanation for intentional behaviors. This one
doesn’t clarify what motivated the agent to act (as reasons and causal histories do) but rather
what enabled the action to succeed, hence we call it enabling factor explanation.  Whereas
reason explanations and CHR explanations explain both the agent’s action and her intention
(even before she implements the action), enabling factor explanations apply only when the action
was actually completed.  What is explained, then, is how it was possible that the action
succeeded, and the explainer cites important causal factors (e.g., abilities, effort, opportune
circumstances) that presumably helped turn the intention into a successful action (see Fig. 1).
For example, if we wonder how it was possible that Lee, in fact, studied all day for the math test,
we might say that “she’d made a big pot of coffee,” or if we wondered how she could complete
the eventual test in just 15 minutes, we might say that “she had one of those new calculators” or
“she works very efficiently.”

People’s conceptual toolbox for explaining behavior thus contains four modes of
explanation: one for unintentional behavior (causes), and three for intentional behavior (reasons,
causal histories, enabling factors).  These modes of explanation can be reliably discriminated
when coding naturally expressed behavior explanations (with κ > .80; see F.Ex, 2002, for

details), and we have identified many of the psychological conditions under which each mode
occurs.  Even though these conditions are in the purview of layer 2 of the folk-conceptual theory
of explanation, I’d like to foreshadow those results.

Obviously, cause explanations are used whenever the explainer considers the behavior as
unintentional.  If the explainer considers a behavior as intentional, a further choice has to be
made between the default option of citing one or more reasons or an alternative modes of
explanation.  CHR explanations supplant reasons either when the explainer doesn’t have enough
information to construct a reason or has pragmatic goals that are better met by CHR explanations
(e.g., weakening blame for negative actions), or when the behavior to be explained is a trend
(across time or across different people) that is more parsimoniously explained by a causal history
factor (a factor that may underlie most or all specific reasons within the action trend).  Enabling
factor explanations supplant reasons or causal histories when the action in question was
particularly difficult or got accomplished despite countervailing forces, and when the question
asked about an action is how it was possible, not why the person decided to perform it (Malle et
al., 2000; McClure & Hilton, 1997, 1998).
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The Nature of Reasons

The fourth conceptual postulate consists of a set of specific claims about the types and
features of reasons.  As already mentioned, reasons are representational mental states.  We can
therefore distinguish between the specific mental state that is cited in the explanation and the
content of that state, and that distinction yields three classifications of reason features.  (1) On
the mental state side, there are three classes of states that can function as reasons: beliefs
(including knowledge, thinking, etc.), desires (including wants, needs, and tryings, etc.), and
valuings (including likes/dislikes, enjoyment, etc.).  (2) On the content side, we can classify
contents into the traditional person-situation categories (e.g., “…because he wanted a car”
[situation]; “…because he wanted to be rich” [person]) or into alternative categories, such as
desirable-undesirable.  (3)  When examining the linguistic form of reason explanations, finally,
we see that some reasons are formulated with mental state markers—verbs such as “think,”
“believe,” “want,” “need,” or “like” that indicate explicitly what kind of mental state the reason
is—whereas other reasons lack such markers.  Table 1 contrasts pairs of reason explanations that
are either in their marked or unmarked form.

Table 1.  Reasons in Their Marked and Unmarked Form

Behavior Reason type Marked form Unmarked form

Why did they sell their
car?

Belief They felt it was too small for
the family

It was too small for the
family

Why did he go to the
coffee shop?

Desire He wanted to have a real
Italian espresso

To have a real Italian
espresso

Why did she stay until
after 10?

Valuing6 She liked the show. The show was fun.

Thus, when we examine reasons in detail, we find three features along which reasons can
vary: the type of mental state the reason is; the content of that reason; and the presence or
absence of mental state markers.  We can now ask what psychological functions and processes
are associated with each of these three features.

The choice between belief reasons and desire reasons has at least two psychological
functions.  First, belief reasons are favored over desire reasons when the explainer tries to
present the agent in a rational light (Malle et al., 2000).  Second, belief reasons are more
dominant over desire reasons among actors than among observers.  Our data so far suggest that
this asymmetry is not a result of actors presenting themselves in a more desirable (e.g., rational)
light, because a manipulation of such impression management did not alter belief-desire reason
frequencies either among actors or observers (MacCionnaith, 2003).  Instead, we have evidence
that the belief-desire asymmetry is due to differential information resources in actors and
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observers, because when we examine observers who know the agent well (and have been present
at the time of the action), the asymmetry disappears: Observers provide no fewer belief reasons
than the agents themselves do (Malle, Knobe, & Nelson, 2003).

Mental state markers may appear to be a trivial linguistic variation, but they have several
important functions as well.  Pairs of explanations such as those in Table 1 not only differentiate
the two ingredients of reasons—the type of mental state the reason is (belief, desire, or valuing)
and the content of that reason; they also demonstrate that reason explanations always refer to the
agent’s mental states, even if their linguistic surface doesn’t explicitly mention a mental state (cf.
Gordon, 2001).  That is, an explanation such as “My father never lets us go out because
something might happen to us” refers to the father’s belief that something might happen to his
daughters, and therefore he never lets them go out.  Without the theoretical categories we have
proposed, one might falsely assume that the explanation refers to some objective situation cause
that could be subsumed under the classic person-situation categories.  But nothing actually has
happened at the time of the explanation, so the objective situation cannot itself be the cause of
the father’s action.  Instead, the father thinks that something might happen, and everybody who
hears or reads the explanation will infer that he does.

Why might explainers omit mental state markers?  For one thing, omitting a mental state
marker makes the reason sound more objective and true.  By stating that “something might
happen,” the daughter refers to a potential reality that appears to justify the father’s action.
Conversely, adding a mental state marker allows explainers to distance themselves from an
agent’s reason.  By stating that the father never lets them go out “because he thinks something
might happen,” the daughter would indicate disagreement with the father’s belief and cast some
doubt on its plausibility.[footnote on a third possibility: child before false-belief phase]

Consider another example, which we presented to 91 undergraduate students (Malle et
al., 2000, Study 6). Cliff and Jerry are at a dinner party.  Cliff asks Jerry, “Why did your
girlfriend refuse dessert?”  Jerry responds by saying either “She thinks she’s been gaining
weight” (marked belief) or “She’s been gaining weight” (unmarked belief).  After reading the
vignette, participants rated (on a scale from 0 to 8) how happy Jerry was with his girlfriend’s
current weight.  As predicted, Jerry was seen as happier with his girlfriend’s weight when he
used the marked belief (M = 5.4) than when he used the unmarked belief (M = 2.6), F(1, 88) =
21.9, p < .01, η2 = 20%.7

Reason contents, finally, have not proven to carry any clear psychological function, at
least as long as they are classified according to traditional person-situation categories.  For
example, actors and observer do not differ in their contents of reasons (Malle et al., 2003);
explanations of group actions and individual actions do not differ in their contents of reasons
(O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002); and impression management or self-servingness do not have a
reliable impact on reason contents.  There may well be a psychological function associated with
other aspects of reasons contents (such as their social desirability), but this possibility remains to
be investigated.
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In sum, reasons have a complex conceptual and linguistic structure that is not reducible to
any traditional causal categories.  To understand reasons is to understand their nature as
representational mental states and their resulting three features: the type of mental state they are
(belief, desire, valuing), the content of that state, and the linguistic form as being marked or
unmarked.  At least two of these features are associated with important psychological functions
or processes.

Types of Causal Factors

The fifth conceptual postulate of the folk theory of explanations concerns the types of
causes, causal histories, and enabling factors that people construct.  These explanatory modes all
refer to causal factors that can in principle be classified by their locus, following the person-
situation dichotomy in classic attribution research.  However, that dichotomy was ambiguous in
that the person category sometimes referred to stable traits, usually labeled “dispositions,”
whereas at other times it referred to all causal factors internal to the agent, whether stable or not.
A more precise way to classify these causal factors is to use the label person as an overarching
category that refers to all causal forces inside the agent and reserve the word trait for person
factors that are stable parts of the agent’s personality.  That way we break up the causal forces
into two orthogonal contrasts: person vs. situation and, among person factors, traits vs. nontraits.8

Supporting this finer classification, we have found that actors and observers do not differ in their
use of person vs. situation causes when explaining unintentional behavior, but they do differ in
their use of trait vs. nontrait person causes.  Beyond this actor-observer asymmetry (which is
restricted to unintentional behaviors and only when explainers know the agent well) we have
identified no predictive validity of either the person-situation or the trait-nontrait classification,
either in studies comparing explanations of groups and individuals (O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002)
or in studies exploring impression management (MacCionnaith, 2003; Malle et al., 2000).

These postulates about the folk-conceptual structure of behavior explanations suggest a
complex picture in which explainers have to choose (consciously or not) between multiple
modes of explanations, different types within each mode, and alternative linguistic forms.
Attribution theory after Heider failed to distinguish between all these different explanatory tools,
confounding intentional and unintentional behavior, collapsing four distinct modes of
explanation (causes, reasons, causal histories, and enabling factors) into one “causal attribution,”
and ignoring many finer-grained types and forms of explanation.  Many of these modes, types,
and forms of folk explanations have predictable psychological significance, as in actor-observer
asymmetries, group-individual differences, and impression management. By contrast, the classic
attribution categories of person/disposition and situation show very limited predictive power,
because they simply do not carve up explanatory phenomena at their joints.  (I will explore later
how it was possible that attribution research nevertheless uncovered a number of interesting
findings.)
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The question I now turn to is which psychological processes guide the choice among the
multiple explanatory tools, constituting the second layer of the folk-conceptual theory of
explanation.

Psychological Processes

When examining the psychological processes that guide folk explanations of behavior,
we have to separate two challenges the folk explainer faces.  For one thing, he must choose a tool
from the large toolbox of explanatory modes, types, and forms (e.g., a marked belief reason; a
trait enabling factor). In addition, he must provide a specific instance of any explanatory tool.
No ordinary explanation stops at the level of conceptual categories—one cannot explain an
everyday behavior by saying “She had a reason” or “There was some trait enabling factor.”
Instead, folk explanations of behavior must be tailored to the agent, action, and context, so that
an action like “moving the furniture” is explained by a specific reason such as “because she
expected a lot of people for the party” or a specific trait such as anxiousness.

Of these two problems—the choice of an explanatory tool and the provision of a specific
explanation—the first is scientifically more tractable.  In fact, it is unlikely that a psychological
theory will ever predict the precise contents that an explainer provides in an explanation.  But the
process of searching for such contents may well be predictable, and this issue promises to be an
intriguing domain for future research. Before I sketch this future research, however, I summarize
what we know about the first problem, the choice of explanatory tools.

Determinants of Choosing Explanatory Tools

Our research findings on people’s differential use of explanation modes, types, and
forms, is best accounted for by three factors:  attributes of the explained behavior; pragmatic
goals; and available information resources.

1. Behavior attributes.  Before explaining a given behavior, social perceivers make
several (often implicit) judgments about that behavior.  To begin, they judge the behavior’s
intentionality and, as a result, either provide cause explanations (for unintentional behavior) or
reasons, causal history, or enabling factor explanations (for intentional behavior).  The evidence
unequivocally supports this pattern.  In one study (Malle, 1999, Study 2), a group of participants
made intentionality judgments for 20 behaviors whereas a second group of participants offered
explanations for these same behaviors.  The behaviors’ judged intentionality correlated at r =
–.92 with the probability of cause explanations given for these behaviors (Malle, 1999, Table 1).

A second important attribute is the difficulty of intentional behaviors.  If the behavior is
considered difficult to accomplish, the explainer will often provide enabling factors; otherwise,
he is likely to choose reasons or causal history explanations (Malle et al., 2000; McClure &
Hilton, 1997, 1998).

A third attribute is whether the social perceiver explains a singular behavior or a behavior
trend (across time or agents).  If the behavior is judged to be a trend, the rate of CHR
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explanations increases significantly, compared to singular behaviors (O’Laughlin & Malle,
2002).  That is because each behavior within the trend may have a different reason explanation,
and citing those reasons would be extremely cumbersome.  One or two causal history factors
may suffice to indicate the background that triggered the full array of differential reasons.  For
example, a mother who was asked to explain why she went shopping many times a week
answered: “Because I have three children.”  The series of actions in question is parsimoniously
explained by offering the causal history of having three children because it underlies the variety
of specific reasons she has for shopping each time (e.g., buying more milk, a new supply of
diapers, or a special carpet cleaner for crayon stains).

2. Pragmatic goals.  When social perceivers explain behaviors in communicative
contexts, they have a variety of smaller or larger projects they try to accomplish with their
explanations, such as to lessen another person’s confusion, manage their own status in the
interaction, or fend off blame. Two groups of goals can be distinguished.  In audience design, the
explainer tailors the explanation to the audience’s needs and existing knowledge (Hilton, 1990;
Slugoski et al., 1993)  A clear case of such design is when the explainer matches an explanation
mode to the type of question asked (Malle et al., 2000; McClure & Hilton, 1998).  The question
by which someone requests an explanation can inquire either about the agent’s immediate
motivation (“What did she do that for?”) and demand a reason explanation; or it can inquire
about the background of that motivation (“How come?”) and invite a causal history explanation;
or it can inquire about the factors that enabled successful action performance (“How was it
possible that she did that?”), demanding an enabling factor explanation.

In impression management, the explainer is engaged in an act of social influence, using
the behavior explanation to create certain beliefs, perceptions, or actions in the communication
partner.  For example, people increase their use of causal history explanations when accounting
for negative actions (Nelson, 2003); they increase their use of belief reasons when trying to
appear rational (Malle et al., 2000); and they explicitly add a mental state marker to their belief
reasons when they want to distance themselves from the agent (e.g., “Why is he looking at
apartments?”—“He thinks I am moving in with him”; cf.  Malle et al., 2000).

3. Information resources.  Different explanation modes and types have different
information demands.  Reason explanations, for example, require relatively specific information
about the agent, the behavior, and the context, whereas causal history explanations and enabling
factor explanations may get by with less context-specific information.  Similarly, belief reasons
often require fairly idiosyncratic information about the agent’s deliberations, whereas desire
reasons can sometimes be constructed from the nature of the behavior alone.  Supporting this
difference between desire and belief reasons, we found that observers normally provide fewer
belief reasons (and more desire reasons) than actors do.  However, when observers know the
agent and/or were present when the action took place, their rate of belief reasons increases to
equate that of actors (Malle et al., 2003).
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The three determinants of explanatory choice along with the conceptual nature of modes
and types of explanations jointly provide the theoretical basis to predict and account for a
number of important phenomena.  Elsewhere, we have successfully applied this approach to
impression management in explanation (Malle et al., 2000), to the difference between explaining
group and individual behaviors (O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002), and to the variety of asymmetries
between actor and observer explanations of behavior (Malle et al., 2003). [More?] Other domains
are open to further investigation, such as relationships, negotiation, psychopathology, and cross-
cultural comparisons (see Malle, 2004).

Constructing Specific Explanations

The process of constructing explanations with a specific content has remained largely
unexplored in 40 years of attribution research.  One reason for this omission was that standard
attribution models tried to predict only whether an explainer would give a “person attribution” or
a “situation attribution.”  By describing explanatory work at such a general level, the process of
constructing specific explanations doesn’t come up (cf. Kruglanski, 1979).  Another reason for
the omission was the assumption that explainers use only one cognitive process to arrive at their
attributions, namely, covariation analysis.  Unfortunately, this assumption was never adequately
supported, as all such tests showed merely that people can respond to covariation information if
it is presented by the experimenter.  The few studies that examined whether people
spontaneously search for covariation information in more natural contexts cast serious doubt on
the ubiquity of covariation analysis (Ahn, Kalish, Medin, & Gelman, 1995; Lalljee, Lamb,
Furnham, & Jaspars, 1984).

Several critics of standard attribution theory have proposed cognitive processes that exist
alongside covariation analysis and help the explainer to construct specific explanations. First,
explainers recruit event-specific, agent-specific, or general knowledge structures (Abelson &
Lalljee, 1988; Ames, 2003; Lalljee & Abelson, 1983; Read, 1987).  Second, they use the two
related processes of simulation (i.e., imaginative representation of the agent’s mental states;
Goldman, 1989, 2001; Gordon, 1986, 1992; Harris, 1992) and projection (i.e., assuming that
one’s own mental states is the same as the agent’s; Ames, 2003; Krueger & Clement, 1997; Van
Boven & Loewenstein, 2003).  In addition, there are two principles that aim knowledge
recruitment and simulation into certain directions: (a) the “method of difference,” which
contrasts the event in question with an alternative event and tries to identify the critical
difference (e.g., Cheng & Novick, 1990; Hilton & Slugoski, 1986; Kahneman & Miller, 1986;
McGill, 1989) and (b) a premium on identifying generative forces or mechanisms (Ahn et al.,
1995; Ahn & Kalish, 2000; Cheng, 2000). These two principles do not themselves generate
specific explanations but put constraints on knowledge recruitment and simulation.

Elsewhere I have applied this set of proposed processes to naturally occurring
explanations and developed hypotheses about the relationship between particular processes and
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particular explanatory tools (Malle, 2004).  Because of space constraints I can only summarize
the main results of this exploration, grouped by the four modes of folk behavior explanations.

Cause explanations. From the observer perspective, when the explainer has little
familiarity with the agent and/or did not directly observe the unintentional behavior, reliance on
general knowledge, including stereotypes and cultural scripts is likely to be high (Ames, 2003).
As familiarity increases, and especially when the explainer directly observes the behavior, the
use of simulation and projection will increase.  From the actor perspective, knowledge structures
will be dominant (especially recall of events immediately preceding the unintentional behavior),
but for private wonderings about recurring and puzzling experiences, covariation analysis may
be recruited, such as when one wonders about a recurrent headache.

Causal history explanations. For both perspectives, the predominant process in
generating CHR explanations is the recruitment of knowledge structures relevant to the context,
the agent, or the action.  Simulation processes may come into play when an observer searches for
potential experiential causal history factors, and covariation analysis will become dominant when
the explainer (from either perspective) searches for a common causal history behind a trend of
actions.

Enabling factor explanations.  The construction of enabling factor explanations, too,
relies primarily on specific or generic stored knowledge (e.g., about the kinds of facilitating
forces that enable particular actions), but in domains of achievement (e.g., grades, sports
victories), covariation analysis can becomes relevant as well.  Simulation is largely absent when
constructing enabling factor explanations, because people cannot easily simulate abilities,
opportunities, or other facilitating forces.

Reason explanations.  When selecting reason explanations, actors never rely on
covariation calculation.  When being truthful, they have (or believe they have) access to the
reasons that initially prompted their intention, relying on a process of direct recall (Brewer, 1994;
Cowan, 1995; Russell & D’Hollosy, 1992).  This process should get decreasing use, in favor of
general knowledge structures, the less deliberation went into the action (because the memory
trace for the action’s reasons is weak) and the longer the time span between action deliberation
and the explanation (because the memory traces may have washed out).  When actors alter their
explanation for impression management purposes, they will also not use covariation analysis but
rather recruit reasons from knowledge structures that best meet their impression goals. Observer
may occasionally use covariation analysis when they wonder about an agent’s repeated choice
among well-defined options, but in most cases of singular actions, knowledge structures and
simulation/projection will be dominant.

Besides testing these hypotheses about processes involved in constructing specific
explanations, future research might also examine the interrelationship between these construction
processes and the more general determinants of explanatory choice (i.e., behavior attributes,
pragmatic goals, and information resources).  In some cases, the determinants will first favor a
particular mode and type of explanation and then favor a construction process suitable for this
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mode and type of explanation.  In other cases, the determinants may directly favor a construction
process, which in turn provides a specific explanation content, cast as a particular mode and type.

Accounting for Human Explanations of Behavior

For a long time, the decisive word on lay behavior explanations came from attribution
theory.  In this chapter, I have tried to convince the reader that this decisive word was wrong.
Not always, but often.  When dealing with explanations of unintentional behaviors and
outcomes, attribution theory provides a fine conceptual framework, though some improvements
were recommended here as well (e.g., the distinction between traits and other person causes, and
the multiple cognitive processes to construct specific explanations).  Where attribution theory
fails is in dealing with explanations of intentional behaviors, both at the conceptual level and at
the level of psychological processes.

The folk-conceptual theory of behavior explanation identifies the conceptual framework
that underlies lay explanations of intentional behavior, including the key role of intentionality
and the resulting distinctions between modes of explanation (reasons, causal histories, enabling
factors) and their specific features (e.g., beliefs, desire, mental state markers).  This first,
conceptual layer of the new theory—directly tested and supported in recent work (Malle, 1999;
Malle et al., 2000)—precisely describes the tools people use to explain behavior and brings order
to the complexity of naturally occurring behavior explanations.  This layer also unites two
aspects of explanation that are often separated in the literature: explanations as cognitive
(private) events and explanations as social (public) acts (Malle & Knobe, 1997b; Malle, 2004).
Despite their different implementations, antecedents, and consequences, these two kinds of
explanations are built from the same conceptual framework.  This framework specifies the
modes and types of explanation that are available both for the private and the public explainer.

A second layer of the folk-conceptual theory concerns the psychological processes that
give shape to explanations as cognitive and social acts.  For one thing, three primary
psychological determinants (judged behavior features, pragmatic goals, information resources)
guide people’s choices of modes and features of explanation.  Moreover, explainers must select
specific contents of explanations in specific situations, and they do so by relying on a variety of
cognitive processes, including knowledge structures, direct recall, simulation, and covariation
analysis.

The folk-conceptual theory not only describes but also accounts for many of the
regularities of behavior explanations, from their conditions of occurrence to some of their
specific functions (e.g., Malle, 1999; Malle et al., 2000).  Furthermore, we have been able to
show that the concepts and distinctions in this new theory have predictive power when it comes
to investigating  impression management (Malle et al., 2000), asymmetries between individual
and group targets (O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002), asymmetries between actor and observer
perspectives (Malle et al., 2003), and self-servingness (Nelson & Malle, 2003).  And whenever
we analyzed the explanation data in terms of a person-situation attribution model, virtually no
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such predictive power was found.  These findings suggest that the folk-conceptual theory better
captures the breakpoints, or joints, in the framework that underlies people’s behavior
explanations.

Previous attempts at replacing attribution theory were not very successful, as the
textbooks still describe mostly Kelley’s covariation model, Jones’ trait inference model, and
person-situation attributions by perspective, self-servingness, and the like. Perhaps this is
because the person-situation distinction is so seductively simple and so easily researched in the
lab (using a pair of rating scales) that the field has been reluctant to abandon this tried approach
in favor of any alternative, especially a more complex model of explanation.  But good science
must study the phenomena as they exist, and that is where attribution theory’s greatest weakness
lies.  In imposing a conceptual framework on people’s folk explanations that just isn’t people’s
own framework, much of attribution research has provided data that are simplified, difficult to
interpret, and have led to false conclusions.

But how can it be that previous research on attribution phenomena failed to uncover its
own limitations?  I believe that this failure arose from two methodological biases.  First,
participants were typically asked to express their explanations on pre-defined person/situation
rating scales rather than in the form of natural verbal utterances.  As a result, people had to
transform their complex explanatory hypotheses into simple ratings, which probably invited
guessing strategies as to how the ratings were to be interpreted and surely led to severe
ambiguities in the data that ensued.  A high “person” rating, for example, could have indicated a
confident judgment of intentionality, a reason explanation, a person causal history factor, and
many more.

Second, in the few cases in which free-response explanations were analyzed, the coding
was very limited, often picking up no more than trends in the linguistic surface of explanations,
such as in the use of mental state markers (McGill, 1989; Nisbett et al., 1973; for evidence and
discussion see Malle, 1999, Study 4, and Malle et al., 2000, Study 4).

These serious problems of ambiguity and misinterpretation apply to attribution research
that examined intentional behavior, because in confounding it with unintentional behavior and
subsuming explanations for both behaviors under the person-situation dichotomy, the portrayal
of intentional behavior explanations became seriously distorted.  Research that was focused
entirely on unintentional events remains largely valid.  For example, the analysis of self-serving
biases in explaining achievement outcomes does not involve reason explanations, so the person-
situation dichotomy captures these explanations reasonably well.  However, nothing that was
found about these biases can be extended to explanations of intentional events.  In fact, recent
research using the folk-conceptual theory suggests that the degree of self-servingness, and the
tools of achieving it, when people explain intentional behavior differ significantly from the
classic picture (Nelson & Malle, 2003).

Other classic attribution findings were assumed to apply to both unintentional and
intentional behavior, such as the actor-observer asymmetry.  But when we examined, in a series
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of studies, actor and observer explanations for both unintentional and intentional behaviors
(Malle et al., 2003), very little remained valid about the classic Jones and Nisbett (1972) thesis.
The person-situation dichotomy predicted no actor-observer asymmetries; the most consistent
asymmetries held for the choice between reasons and causal histories, beliefs and desires, and
marked vs. unmarked beliefs; and the only finding that supported classic claims was that
observers used more trait explanations than actors did, but only for unintentional behavior and
only when they knew the agent well (Knobe & Malle, 2002; Malle et al., 2003).

The shortcomings of traditional attribution theory extend to the process level as well.
Many of the classic findings in attribution research were not accounted for by reference to
identifiable psychological processes, such as the ones I enumerated—behavior attributes,
pragmatic goals, and information resources.  Also, the central proposition that explanations are
constructed from covariation assessments (Kelley, 1967) has garnered no supportive evidence
except for demonstrations that people can respond to covariation information if provided by the
experimenter. I have suggested, instead, that people rely on multiple psychological processes to
construct explanations, including retrieval of general and specific knowledge, mental simulation,
and occasional covariation analysis.  This is an issue that has yet to be settled by empirical
research, but the textbook tenet that explanations are constructed from covariation assessments is
almost certainly false in its general form.

Despite my critical analysis, I recognize of course that classic attribution research has
contributed much to social psychology.  It posed questions and pointed to phenomena that had
simply not been considered before—such as the power of behavior explanations (Heider, 1958;
Jones et al., 1972; Quattrone, 1985); the many interesting factors that create systematic variations
in explanation, such as actor-observer differences (Jones & Nisbett, 1972), self-servingness
(Bradley, 1978; Heider, 1958; Miller & Ross, 1975), and impression management tactics
(Tedeschi & Reiss, 1981); and the larger network of cognitive and social antecedents and
consequences of behavior explanations (Anderson, Krull, & Weiner, 1996).

But these impressive results and insights of attribution research emerged in the context of
attribution theory, not as predicted results of that theory. What attribution theory does explicitly
predict is that people form explanations as ascriptions of person (disposition) causes vs. situation
causes and do so on the basis of covariation assessment. Nothing in this theory predicts that there
must be actor-observer asymmetries, much less that these asymmetries are of a particular kind
(Knobe & Malle, 2002), and nothing predicts impression-management tactics, a self-serving
bias, or other interesting phenomena. The most celebrated insights and findings of attribution
research were developed under the influence of creative early models of attribution, but it is time
that we allow theoretical advances to both account for existing and predict new findings. The
folk-conceptual theory is one attempt to make such advances.
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Endnotes

1   Because of this focus, I will not discuss Jones and Davis (1965) correspondent
inference theory.  This theory has had a major impact on social psychology, but it does not
represent a theory of behavior explanation.  For detailed arguments why it does not, see Malle
(2004, chapter 1) and also Hamilton (1998).

2  Part of the blame for this accident may accrue to Heider himself.  As his 1958 book
was conceived and written over several decades, Heider wasn’t entirely consistent in his use of
terms.  In one section, for example, he speaks of causes in the person and in the environment,
and it seems that he actually made the person-situation dichotomy claim (Heider, 1958, pp. 82-
84).  But, in fact, Heider’s analysis there concerned only one particular mode of
explanation—when a social perceiver tries to make sense of an “action outcome” and wonders
how it could be accomplished (e.g., a weak man rowing across the river; a rookie pitcher getting
12 strike outs in a row).  In this situation, the perceiver is not interested in clarifying the agent’s
motivation for acting but rather wonders how it was possible that the agent accomplished the
desired action outcome.  When explaining such accomplishments, Heider argued, the social
perceiver considers two elements: the agent’s attempt to perform the action (trying) and
supporting factors (can), which lie in the agent (e.g., ability, confidence) or in the environment
(e.g., opportunity, luck, favorable conditions).  Heider thus catalogued here the “conditions of
successful action” (p. 110), which serve as explanations of accomplishments, as answers to how-
possible questions.  In this catalogue, Heider made use of the person-situation (or internal-
external) dichotomy; but he never claimed that all lay explanations of behavior are organized
around a split into person and situation causes. For further details on this historical analysis, see
Malle and Ickes (2002) and Malle (2004, chapter 1).

3   Additional cause types were postulated in the domains of achievement, responsibility,
and depression, namely, stable-unstable, specific-global, and controllable-uncontrollable.  But
these distinctions were never clearly integrated into a theory of causal attributions.

4   The more precise way of speaking would be to use the term event instead of behavior.
Intentional events include not only observable actions, such as to write, make a phone call, or
turn the radio on, but also unobservable mental states, such as to decide, calculate a price, or
imagine a new carpet.  Likewise, unintentional events include observable behaviors such as
fidgeting, tripping, or a spontaneous frown, and also unobservable mental states, such as feeling
sad, hearing a dog bark, or having a flashback (see Malle & Knobe, 1997b; Malle & Pearce,
2001).  For simplicity, I use the term behavior to refer to any of these events.

5  In communicative settings, explainers may of course lie and merely try to convince
their audience that the agent acted for the reason stated.  But such lying is only possible against
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the background of the normative case in which the explainer actually presumes that the agent
acted for the reasons stated.

6  Among valuings, unmarked forms are extremely rare.  Moreover, the unmarked forms
cannot be created by omitting the mental state verb (as with most beliefs and desires); instead,
unmarked valuings are expressed by an evaluative claim about the content of the reason (e.g.,
“it’s fun!”).

7 I should note that these effects of distancing oneself from (or embracing) an agent’s
reasons operate reliably only with belief reasons.  Unmarked belief reasons have no surface
indicator that they are a reason (and therefore can give the impression of a reality that underlies
the agent’s action), whereas unmarked desire reasons (e.g., “To lose weight,” “so she’ll stick to
her diet”) still have the grammatical structure of desires.  As a result, unmarked desire reasons
cannot easily create a different impression than marked desire reasons.

8  In our classifications of free-response behavior explanations we routinely distinguish a
variety of subclasses (e.g., among nontrait person factors: behaviors, mental states, group
memberships, etc.) to explore any predictive validity of such classes.  (See F.Ex, 2002).


